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Bare plurals (BPs) have been the subject of extensive research since Carlson's 1977 seminal work
on English BPs. Studies have claimed BPs in Spanish are licit as long as they are modified,
coordinated, and/or focalized (Suñer 1982, Torrego 1984 a.o.). While this seems to be the
consensus for BP subjects, many issues involving BP objects (BPOs) in Spanish remain open.
First, the extent to which modification, coordination, and focalization affect the distribution of
BPOs has not been settled. Second, the occurrence of differential object marking (DOM), which
some have alleged to be incompatible with unmodified BPOs (Brugè & Brugger 1996),
complicates the empirical picture. Third, the interpretation of BPOs is still under debate. Although
research has shown BPs in Spanish, and Romance more generally, lack the kind interpretation that
English BPs allow (Dobrovie-Sorin (DS) & Laca 2003 a.o.), satisfactory analyses need to grapple
with a distributional landscape that is not yet fully understood. Against this backdrop, I focus here
on truly bare BPOs in Spanish (i.e. devoid of DOM and any kind of modification) to contribute to
the third point in two ways: On the one hand, I provide novel corpus data that refines the
distribution of Spanish BPOs. On the other, I propose a semantic analysis for Spanish BPOs that
accounts for the facts and aims to shed light on the more general question of whether BPs denote
kinds or properties and whether that denotation is uniform or not.
The novel data presented, all obtained from the Corpus del Español (CDE), depict unmodified and
uncoordinated BPOs co-occurring with a varied array of verbal predicates, including matar ‘kill’,
convocar ‘invite’, contratar ‘hire’, entrevistar ‘interview’, recibir ‘receive’ (1), and secuestrar
‘kidnap’. These data constitute evidence that the distribution of Spanish BPOs is much wider than
previously reported. Interestingly, this generalization holds across geographic varieties of Spanish,
as the CDE data hail from peninsular, central, and south-American varieties.
(1) Esta mujer recibía hombres en su vivienda y este asesino era una de esas personas.
‘This woman received men in her residence and this murderer was one of those people.’
Evidence obtained suggests the empirical landscape of Spanish BPOs is also more nuanced:
Whether a BPO is interpreted existentially or, instead, receives an ‘existential within generic’
reading hinges on the aspectual properties of the main verbal predicate. I claim that whereas a pure
existential interpretation of the BPO arises from a perfective predicate (2)-(3), an ‘existential
within generic’ reading is facilitated by an imperfective predicate (4).
(2) A finales de 2007, la Sra Peña contrató abogados para que intentaran salvar su casa del
inminente remate… (Colombia – past perf.)
‘At the end of 2007, Mrs. Peña hired lawyers so that they try to save her house from the
imminent auction…’
(3) En el tiempo de Tapia Rivera esta separación afectó individuos en varias maneras. (Puerto
Rico – past perf.)
‘In Tapia Rivera's time, this separation affected individuals in various ways.’
(4) Muchos [kulaks] eran pequeños agricultores y campesinos soviéticos que conservaron
pequeñas parcelas y contrataban trabajadores. (Cuba – past imperf.)
‘Many kulaks were small Soviet farmers and peasants who kept small parcels and hired
workers.’
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Figure 1: Existential reading of BP in (2)
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Figure 2: ‘Existential within generic’ reading of
BP in (4)
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